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Spiritual Diseases

Several people recently sent Elizabeth and me an 
article on what the author called spiritually transmitted
diseases. The title is maybe a little too clever, but what it’s
referring to is definitely worth looking at.

There are many detours on the spiritual path—places where the
ego usurps our genuine aspiration to wake up, and turns it into
something to further bolster the ego. This is what the article is
referring to as diseases. I prefer the term detours, because
once we see what we’re doing— that is, how we’re caught— it
allows us to get right back on the genuine path. Here are three
of those detours.

Fast-Food Spirituality The first disease, or detour, is called
fast-food spirituality. We live in a culture that celebrates speed
and convenience. From MTV to cell phones, texting, smart
phones, and of course the internet, we have developed a
pervasive sense of entitlement, especially for instant
gratification. 
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When we come to our spiritual practice with this mindset, the
result is likely to be a kind of fast-food spiritual quest.
Remember, we have learned to want quick and easy. We expect
it. We even demand it. So it is understandable, and also very
common, that we would expect the same from our practice. We
expect that relief from our life distress will come quickly and
without too prolonged an effort. When this fantasy view of
practice doesn’t play out, most often we will experience
disappointment. We may decide something is wrong with the
practice and try another practice, and then another. Or we may
decide that something is wrong with us, and give up—turning to
easier forms of gratification. 

But if we stay on the path, it eventually must become clear
that there is no easy or quick fix for the human condition. There
is no fast food that will lead to spiritual transformation.

It’s good to notice to what extent this detour from our genuine
aspiration has played out in our own practice. I entered practice
at the time when the book “Three Pillars of Zen” was one of the
main guideposts, and one of the central messages was: with
sufficient effort, you could achieve enlightenment right now. It
was easy to be seduced by the mystery of satori—that
enlightened moment of seeing into your own true nature. This is
when the veil of separation rises, and in our enlightened state,
we truly believe we will never to be the same again.

It’s worth asking yourself if you still hold onto your own version
of this fantasy promise. 

Many who started with this subtle form of fast-food mentality
fell by the wayside, disappointed that their efforts didn’t
produced the promised results. Many others, including Elizabeth
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and me, saw that yes, we could achieve opening experiences
through efforts, but that our everyday life remained largely un-
impacted. The good news is that our disappointment allowed us
to see through the fantasy promise, and instead gradually
develop a longer view—of what can be called gradual
enlightening. Gradual enlightening, which is exactly what it
sounds like, is based on the qualities of curiosity, deep insight,
the growing ability to be present, appreciation, and of course
kindness and compassion—just the opposite of the self-
centered mindset of fast-food spirituality.

The Chosen-People Complex I was brought up Jewish, and
part of my upbringing was being taught that Jews were, in fact,
God’s chosen people. From very early on this resulted in the
feeling that I was better than people who weren’t Jewish. Later,
when I joined a Gurdjieff group, it was called “The Work,” and
we were told that people who weren’t in “The Work” couldn’t
possibly understand it—hence, once again, the feeling of the
chosen people—of superiority.

This sectarian viewpoint, that our group or teaching is best, is
actually widespread. Even in Buddhism some Mahayana
Buddhists see themselves as more spiritually evolved than the
Theravadan Buddhists. Tibetan Buddhists sometimes state that
their practice is more enlightened than Zen or Vipassana.
Orthodox Jews see themselves as better than Conservative
Jews. Catholics see themselves as better than Protestants, and
vice versa. This goes on and on, but the main point is, when we
buy into this form of group-think—which is a major detour from
the real value of a spiritual community—we see ourselves as the
best.

In a way it’s almost natural that we do this, since a common
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tendency of the ego is to elevate oneself by putting down
others. It’s worth reflecting on whether you see this tendency
in yourself. Yet, this detour, like any detour, just needs to be
seen through. When we understand that elevating our group
has the consequence of closing our hearts to others, it will
begin to lose its power over us. The practice ultimately is to
learn how to acknowledge and tolerate differences without
needing to see one as better than another. This is enlarging the
tent of practice, where we can include more than our own little
turf as part of the path.

Spiritual Pride The last detour is called spiritual pride—where
we have pride not so much in our group, but in ourselves. It’s
what we may begin to feel when we achieve a genuine degree
of insight and compassion after many years of efforts. Our
attainment, even if it be small, leads to a subtle feeling of
superiority over others who we see as less spiritual, even people
in our own group. This sense of pride and superiority is fairly
common, yet, with honest practice it can eventually be seen
through. 

The syndrome of spiritual pride becomes more difficult when it
closes us off to further learning. In fact some who have had so-
called enlightenment experiences begin to see their attainment
as permanent and unassailable. In some traditions this is called
“second sleep”—a condition which is much more difficult to
awaken from than ordinary waking sleep. Common
characteristics of second sleep are when one begins to describe
oneself as enlightened, or speak at length of their enlightenment
experience. The person becomes crystallized in a fixed view, a
repeating story, of himself/herself; often bolstered by students’
blind adoration. As a result, spiritual growth may cease, and
genuine learning may no longer take place. Because the person
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is now incapable of opening to help, the only solution to this
state of spiritual pride may be the shock of intense and
overwhelming disappointment. This is the equivalent of being hit
by a two-by-four, where the complex web of ego self-
aggrandizement can no longer hold itself together.

Although you may not be caught in “second sleep,” it’s worth
looking to see where you may succumb to a subtle form of
spiritual pride. All three of these spiritual diseases or detours—
fast-food spirituality, the chosen-people complex, and spiritual
pride—are examples of the power of sleep. This is why it is so
necessary to be both precise and honest in our self-
observations, in order to avoid the very easy tendency to
deceive ourselves.

Ezra Bayda

Zen Center San Diego
zencentersandiego.org
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